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Bridge Complexity as a Factor in Audience 
Interaction in Transmedia Storytelling
monocentric ‘tentpole approach’ with a broader polycentric approach. 
audience’s
—
you don’t need to have seen the film to enjoy the game.
‘ ’
called ‘tentpole’ as “one big media experience that supports a lot of other 
related media experiences”.
role of being ‘the’ tentpole. Such transmedia concepts contain references that direct the audiences to 
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘The Matrix’, ‘Matrix 
Reloaded’ ‘ ’ The films’ 
‘ ’
‘
’ ‘ ’
augmented reality game ‘Pokémon GO’ 
tentpole, in which the ‘real’ world was made 
transmedia is ‘just’ cross
More recently, he defined transmedia simply to be “a set o
across media”
–
two ‘shapes’ of communicative systems for planning transmedia projects; 
are motivated to e.g. interact through a centripetal strategy of ‘drilling’ into details of e.g. a character’
of stories in a ‘serial’ centrifugal strategy
. Take Lucasfilm’s 
(like 2018’s 
fan of George Lucas’ 
‘bridges’ that connect them
dimensions of a transmedia concept’s complexity. Thus, in this paper we introduce the term ‘bridge 
complexity’ to describe how different types of both narrative and non
‘ ’ Melbourne’s 
–
However, in popular culture Lucasfilm’s ‘ ’, and Walt Disney’s universe of 
“reading across the media sustains a depth of experience that motivates more consumption”
. The audiences’ will to discover is a major 
here is the collaboration between producer and fans, and how to promote and add value to fans’ 
audience. The transmedia pioneer Henry Jenkins describes the fans’ activity as one of the core 
‘ ’. “Some performances are invited by the c
fans actively search for sites of potential performance”.
has to catch the audience’s attention, which he calls attractors and something else have to encourage 
‘ ’
‘ ’ ‘
’ into the term ‘bridges’, with the attracting seen as 
between the game and reality, where the events in the game often extends into the player’s real 
‘ ’ for Steven Spielberg’s film ‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’ ‘Cathy’s Book’
Cathy’s disappearance, ‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
primary product like Cathy’s book have the book as the tentpole medium where the ARG functions 
we might label as ‘storyline bridge’ and
‘ ’ for Christopher Nolan’s film ‘
’
‘
’ is based on DC Comics character Batman and is second part of Christopher Nolan’s The 
Rocksteady released the game ‘Batman: Arkham Asylum’
ht on the issue. The ‘Why So Serious’ ARG and Dark Knight 
alongside the ‘traditional’ storyline bridge. While not shari
the storyworld of ‘Batman’ creates a to ‘play as Batman’ in 
universe or not. These ‘storyworld bridges’ 
trilogy ‘The Dark Knight Rises’
game sequel at the same time, named ‘Batman: Arkham City’
‘ ’
‘ ’ (DCEU). Even though the DCEU’s films on 
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’ , reach out for Supergirl’s help, where the story continues 
‘ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ’
‘ ’ ‘ ’
characters that bridge between the different media platforms. This is what we label ‘character 
bridges’, and which are special since they potentially do not need neither shared stories 
readers’ club that together was the 
Today, the loyal fan base is still one of the cornerstones of Marvel’s success with their transmedia 
‘ ’
‘The Incredible 
Hulk’ bridge references to both Nick Fury and the ‘Iron Man’ 
as well as  the comic book series The Avengers Prelude: Fury’s Big Week
introduces Thor’s hammer, which directly points towards the next 
credit scenes just function as a reward for those who are sitting through the credits and doesn’t 
‘ ’
‘ ’
rica’s shield can be spotted in Tony Stark’s lab in ‘ ’
‘ ’
the promise of a being ‘part of bigger world’, and now with the later 
Marvel’s transmedia approach attracts the audience by telling multiple stories over multiple platforms 
‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
immersive experience where the audience was invited to ‘break in’ to the headquarters of a party. To 
to invade the candidates’ headquarters 
was invited to raid a real space. What’s particularly interesting here is, that there were no existing 
audience or ‘fandom’ for this project to plug into, but the students used their ‘drawing in’ tactics as 
the audience’s familiarity with the real world and its laws. There is no tentpole in this concept, but a 
‘ ’
listeners’ familiarity with the podcast. Here, the podcast is the tent
‘ ’
Today, transmedia storytelling as seen in Wachowskis’ Matrix franchise has been co
marketing. As audiences have become more digitally savvy, the ‘mass’ audience has become more 
Disney’s forthcoming Star Wars exhibition ‘Galaxy’s End’
but rather the ‘bridges’ that connect
challenging the traditional monocentric ‘tentpole approach’ with a broader polycentric approach. 
relation to the traditional tentpole medium. As such, this paper introduces the term ‘bridge 
complexity’ that faci
cultural dimensions of a transmedia concept’s complexity.
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A Heuristic for Improving Transmedia 
Exhibition Experience
–
–
–
edge gap is addressed with the paper’s research question: How to involve visitors in a 
“It [transmedia] falls un
audience.“
This is only one definition among others like Jenkins’ (Jenkins, 2006). When digging further into the 
Jenkins as a story that “… unfolds across multiple media platforms, with each new text [video, print, 
audio etc. (Ed.)] making a distinctive and valuable contribution to the whole.” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 95
social networks of transmedia storytelling, and the audience’s 
to Jenkins definition (cf. “Transmedia in exhibitions”) the content or text on each platform is not 
the visitors’ generated content that can strengthen both visitors’ 
visitor’s own perspective on the exhibition, and therefore constitutes both a complement and a 
visits. The purpose was to extend the visitors’ experiences across pre
from the previous visitor’s network. Additionally, the previous visitors had the possibility to compile 
German. A link to the photobook was automatically sent to the visitor’s mail.
Previous to the visit, the visitors’ social media networks have the possi
point to the exhibition from other visitors’
–
major exhibition halls. The screen was decorated with visitors’ Instagram photos and the name of the 
The big screen with other visitors’
experience, where the photos on the screen are results of other visitors’ visits; thereby creating 
that presenting other visitors’ experiences is a more efficient entry
When searching for research on the visitors’ pre
articles. The actual search was done with the terms “museum(s)” and/or “exhibition(s)” containing 
“visitor(s)”, “pre”, “during” and “post”. The abstract descr
Google Scholar, it results in too many search results (+80.000), because the terms “pre” and “post” 
“transmedia” and “experience", the search results were narrowed down to 290.
The Producer’s Guide to Transmedia: How to Develop, Fund, Prod

–
Marwick, A., Gray, L. M., & Ananny, M. (2013). “Dolphins Are Just Gay Sharks”: Glee and the 
Digital Storytelling: A Creator’s Guide to Interactive Entertainment.
A Creator’s Guide to Tr
Oceanarium. Selvadurai’s
use the visitors’ photos.
APPLIED GAMIFICATION IN SELF-GUIDED EXHIBITIONS
to augment and enrich the visitor’s experience through digital layers and media technologies 
visitor’s around, but only personnel to assist
es, tablets, PDA’s etc. have been used to deliver augmented reality, location
ng and motivation. It can even impact a visitor’s emotional attachment to a location 
visitors’
‘role’, that put the visitor in the seat of a movie director while exploring the 
–
by extending upon Zhang’s motivational affordances in ICT design and use 
visitor’s experience.
al ‘layer’
our first case will detail the development of the mobile augmented reality application ‘The North Sea 
Movie Maker’, which used gamification as an approach to motivate pre
shared by many museums and zoo’s (e.g. Brida et al 2013, Todd & Lawson 2001).  
f a ‘North Sea Expedition’ of different archetypical fictive personas. 
Figure 1: The five fictive personas of the ‘North Sea Expedition’ (left), used to guide the visitor on the journey through the seven 
locations around the Oceanarium exhibition (right). 
the Oceanarium, accompanied by an ‘expedition passport’. At the seven locations
rch and practice, towards namely the use of ‘badges’ 
Figure 2: The expedition pass, the stamp stations and visitors stamping their pass at one of the seven expedition locations. 
called ‘pre teens’ or ‘tweens’ visitors, who are between 10
corresponds with Fowler & Noyes’ (2014) investigation of the ‘always on’ 
role during the visit, which encouraged them to capture their family’s visit in a fun way. To enable 
user’s
augmented reality effects would act as ‘hidden layer’ on top of the exhibition, which could be revealed 
frameworks emphasis on the game aesthetics as an enabler of the desirable ‘fun’ (Hu
design process of what would become known as ‘The North 
Sea Movie Maker’ app was started. The concept was to assign the role as ‘documentarist’ to the 
family’s
augmented reality movie clip. From this followed the idea of designing a dedicated ‘moviespot’ sign 
Figure 3:  The user journey of the visitors using the augmented reality app ‘North Sea Movie Maker’ 
with credits, title and video clips becomes the extrinsic ‘reward’ 
Movie strip main screen Showing ‘progression’ 
between locations, like 
‘levels’ in a game.  
 
Digital stamps resembling 
the physical stamps from 
the expedition passport 
Giving ‘badges’ as rewards 
for completing the task. 
 
Credits and title screen ‘Personalization’ by including 
the social group into the 
product.  
 
Aiming scope in capture 
mode. 
Constrains interaction, act 
akin to an aiming ‘crosshair’ 
in games, by letting the user 
enact some level of control 
of the augmented reality 
effects. 
 
The physical moviespots 
and expedition metaphor 
Creates a ‘journey’ and a 
narrative around the context 
of the exhibition, supporting 
the digital moviespots role as 
‘levels’. 
 
Social media sharing and 
gratification from the 
Oceanarium 
Establishes a modified 
‘Leaderboard’ to compare 
against other families 
produced videos & 
establishes the foundation 
for various formalized 
‘Competition’ elements. 
 
Figure 4: Game mechanics applied in the North Sea Movie Maker. 
‘ ’ ‘ ’
front of the moviespot’s scenography, and retakes the clip while giving new inst
user’s
the user’s content on their social media pages. 
Engagement through ‘playing the visit’
visitor groups which included at least one family member in the ‘tween age’ between 10
to perceive the experience with the application as desirable. When the parents were the ‘user’ of the 
g on the role of ‘documentarist’ capturing the augmented reality videos they found 
that the family ‘ eir money’s worth’ during their visit. Adding the extra layer of a digital 
family’s
location just playing with different compositions, before moving on to ‘play by the rules’ again. 
Cszikszentmihalyi’s (2013) theory of flow. The parents 
Figure 5: Visualization of the difference between parents, young siblings, and tweens in terms of reaching a state of flow when using the 
North Sea Movie Maker application.  
teens’ social interaction with their family as participators in the 
motivation to be engaged through ‘playing’ 
An auxiliary finding from observing the visitor’s experience with application, was a pattern of how 
game elements such as ‘completion stamps’ seemed to
user’s a ‘player role’ during the visit, 
in order to locate the next ‘levels’ from the application
one’s
Figure 6: When observing the visitor’s behavior with the North Sea Movie Maker application it was a clear pattern, how the application 
guided the visitors in their journey through the exhibition, seeking out all seven location, and through this also ventured through the 
majority of the physical exhibition - even less visited areas.  
ication’s 
‘exploitation’ enabled by gamification (Bogost 2011) of unconsciously 
 
Figure 7: Usage data from the North Sea Movie Maker, showing how 78 percent of users starting at the first moviespot (‘Vraget  
Stornoway’) also ended up recording an augmented reality clip at the other six movie spots.  
to what Zichermann & Cunningham (2011) labels the ‘on boarding’ of the gameful experience. When 
Figure 8: App usage data showing the difference between the manned and unmanned support of the app 
inquiry of variations of ‘what does it do?’, before on
poster. We build a hypothesis upon Chow’s (1989) notion of video as a persuasive change agent, as 
well as Raijmaker’s (2009) use of video to create empathy. The aim of the video poster was to provide 
Figure 9: The video poster stander besides the digital zone (left) and the intro screen of the video guide loop (right) 
by step, and showing a group of visitors which follows the ‘rules’ of the application without breaking 
Figure 10: Augmented reality videos submitted to the zoo’s Facebook page by guests during the competitive event, providing other 
users with other visitors experience of using the application, and providing inspiration for ways to interact with the augmented reality 
effects.  
Figure 11: App usage data showing the spike in active users during the event, compared the otherwise stagnant use 
memorable family experience, but ‘just’ the chase
, collaterally framed ‘ ’
visitors’ pre
‘ ’
itors’ experience is through user generated content, which also can increase the visitors’ 
content on Instagram. The goal was to extend the visitors’ experiences across pre
Figure 12. An illustration of the three visit phases and their different activities and content 
Figure 13. A picture of one of the Insta-spot locations and the floor label with the hashtag and a small description in three languages; 
Danish, German and English. 
Figure 14. A picture of one of the pages in the photobook. 
Before coming to the exhibition, the visitors’ can 
Figure 15: A photo collage of the Instagram photos with the hashtag #nordsøenoceanarium. 
 
The visitors’ engagement 
Figure 16. A picture of the two inner pages from the information flyer. 
Figure 17. A table with the results from the first iteration. 
extrinsic motivation among the visitors. A reason for this could be that the photobook couldn’t be 
Big screen used in iteration 
two. 
Showing other visitors 
experience through the 
featured photos. It also gives 
the opportunity to be 
featured as well. This works 
as a reward for the visitors’ 
engagement. The mechanic 
of showing ‘playthroughs’ are 
an increasing used element 
to engage players towards 
matching or besting other 
players. 
 
Featured photos on the big 
screen used in iteration 
two. 
Establishes a modified 
‘leaderboard’ to compare 
and or be inspired by other 
visitors’ contributions. It also 
establishes the foundation 
for various formalised 
‘competition’ elements. 
 
Photobook rewarded 
initeration one. 
Finding and posting photos 
from all Insta-spots releases 
a photobook. This can be 
related to collecting ‘badges’ 
that releases an 
‘achievement’. 
 
Figure 18 Game mechanics applied in the Instagram activity 
The previous visitors’ Instagram photos inspires and reminds new visitors to take photos and works 
Figure 19. A table with the results from the second iteration. 
–
of previous visitors’ 
be inspired by previous visitors’ contributions, indicates t
–
the other visitor’s shares. Thus, when new visitors arrived and saw previous visitors’ experiences, 
of the visitor’s experience
boarding and retaining the visitors’ interest and 
gamification’s prowess in guiding visitors around exhibitions with positive results, so there is reason 
Based on the two case’s practical lessons learned, this paper has sought to contribute to the existing 
–
Survey research in Europe’s national museums.
–
–
defining “gamification.” ACM Press, p. 9. doi:10.1145/2181037.2181040
–
Hughes, J., O’Brien, J., Rodden, T., Rouncefield, M., 1997. Ethnography, Communication and 
–
–
‘Gulliver’s World’: Interactive. Technologies for Int
–
—
Computer and Applied Computational Science (ACACOS ‘14) Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. pp. 23–
–
–
–
• 
• 
for visitors’ experiences and entertainment. This tension 
le in the museums’ 
‘enlightenment’ versus ‘experience’ has therefore always 
‘Enlightenment’ is here connected to the informative, 
‘experience’, on the contrary, is associated with the 
w audience are becoming ‘users’ of the museum 
z/zz/zz…$zz.00.
called ‘badgification’) is added 
museums’
perspective in the article, “Between Conservation and 
Consumption. New challenges for museums”
‘ ’
“
product”” 
“
the basic values are lack of worry, freedom and openness” 
–
– ‘disneyfication’ of museums: “
in to the public’s desire for entertainment. A disneyfied 
reality …”
exemplified by Sæter, is thus for the museum’s classical 
“
”
‘ ’
‘ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ’
‘ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ’
–
‘ ’ –
installations and  ’habitat displays’. This approach gives 
“
of theatre”, writes Kirschenblatt “
‘ ’
‘ ’
tourism”. Therefore, this new is also called ”the 
style” “
museum” with a reference to ’world fairs’ and the 
‘ ’
‘ ’
–
–
museum’s informative and educational functions, and in 
Hansen, the museums must “re
education” (Our t
Hansen expresses it in this way: “The 
discussion on enlightenment versus experience … 
least the question of where the boundaries lie” (Our 
where she writes: “The museums are moving in a field of 
that contribute to the Danish experience economy’s 
continued development” (Our translation)
“But that is precisely why it is necessary that they develop 
experiences” (Our translation)
Hansen, is thus not a simple ‘for’ or 
‘against’, respectively, enlightenment and experience. 
–
–
–
society’s formation project and the modern democratic
nation states’ narrative of progress and freedom. Just as 
ticularly to the museum’s 
original, historical form: “Providing enlightenment to the 
museum’s visitors has always been part of the museum’s 
history production”, they write, and continue: “Often there 
role” (Our translation)
experience element to more current practices: “Many 
dissemination in exhibitions and in their overall work” (Our 
ssons learned; i.e. “… the museums should take up the 
disneyfication” (Our translation)
formation or educational project: “It is necessary to have 
both enlightening and entertaining experiences; it isn’t a 
question of either or” (Our translation)
not characterized by a ‘for’ or ‘against’ enlightenment and 
–
‘experience based learning’ –
– as in ‘learning based experiences’ or ‘edutainment’. 
nrich visitors’ 
experiences that enrich visitors’ enjoyment and learning, 
actual user tests or reconciliations with users’ expectations, 
relation to exhibition organisation’s expectations, 
visitors’ digital interactive communication, as well as what 
anish aqua zoo ‘The North Sea 
Oceanarium’
: The four interactive installations in the new ‘Hunters of the 
North Sea’ exhibition 
: The BOW’s didactic lexicon, featuring fact
aquarium’s play sessions.
: To the left ‘Hold Your Breath’ installation, followed by the 
shows the ‘Seal Nursing’ installation, and the last picture shows the 
controller of the ‘Seal Hunter’ installation.
and the ‘Hold 
breath’ installation data set was based on 12.601 
the exhibition stabilize to a ‘new normal’ before observi
were further based on a premise of ‘not to few, not to 
many’ 
player ‘completing’ the game without being ea
‘examine’ functions (e.g. clicking around and exploring the 
the play sessions where the ‘examine’ function were used, 
‘examine’ function were used. B
lexicon’s factual part essential to their ability to feel 
that they children did learn ‘something’ through playing the 
: The data model from the ‘BOW’
the ‘examine’ functions. The low usage of the lexicon could 
playthrough took place, and what ‘feeding strategies’ the 
: The data model from the ‘Seal Nursing’ installation.
According to the ‘Seal Hunter’ and the ‘Nursing’ 
The ‘Hold Your Breath’ installation was by far the simplest 
‘Gannet’) was proportional to the hardest to obtain (the 
‘Whale’). 
the first milestone ‘Gannet’, which is achieved after 30 
milestone ‘Porpoise’, ‘Seal’ and ‘Whale’ as a milestone. 
logarithmic to the ‘Whale’ which means the difficulty of 
other than ‘Gannet’.
: The data model from the ‘Hold your Breath’ installation. 
often as a milestone than the ‘Seal’ and the ‘Porpoise’. This 
Avoiding adding ‘forced’ fact
‘break’, potentially avoiding so called ‘museum 
fatigue’
– as in ‘experience based learning’ –
– as in ‘learning
experiences’ or ‘edutainment’. 
and acquire knowledge based on actual users’ reactions and 
’15), 160–
–
The Engaging Museum : 
Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; Ne
’ –
–
–
–
–
Configuring “Interactivity”: Enhancing Engagement 
–
–
(CHI EA ’14), 1417–
E. Hornecker. 2008. “I don’t understand it either, but 
it is cool” 
–
(OZCHI ’06), 135–
IDC ’14 –
–
Based Learning : ECGBL 
–
Designers’ Inte
’10), 320–
The Digital Turn: User’s Practices 
–
–
1999. “Thick” Auth
–
–
–

user’s
•
• •




–

–
and the “beta clients”. 





“I especially like the ‘experience’ tab where you can plan the day's trip, because you cannot remember all 
those feeding times, so it is better to plan what you want to see” (Appendix)
“I would probably say that if I went to another attraction in Denmark, where we have not been or have 
ng.” (Appendix)
“No, I will never be able to make time for long texts when I have the kids. But it's fine with the small texts 
so you can read more if you want to know more.” (Appendix)
“But I also think in the long term that not many children bother to stan
know how it looked like.” (Appendix)
“It would be good if there were subtitles. Because just that you have text, if you miss a little bit because of 
the surrounding people’s sound, you can still easily follow. It could be the last thing that helps it to work
is the content that have to be coherent.” 
“A guide gives great value in special events, e.g. when backstage is op
miss.” (Appendix)
“It is always better with more info because we can know more.  We have been here many times, and this 
ore than we usually do. So, we have learned new things today.” (Appendix)
“It could be very cool if there were different kinds of content. Because I think some would rather read and 
“The smartphone knows where you are, but you just miss the dot on the map in the application. The
“That big screen you have, I only discovered it because of the ‘Near You’ feature. Thought it was a 
narrative in the aquarium at that location, but I found it to behind the aquarium because of the ‘Near 
You’ feature. It was not there the last time we were h
“I often find that when you come to a place you haven't been to before;
a good route to follow. Here, I would like to be recommended tours, that I can follow.” (Appendix)
Well. Otherwise you will be lost in this zapper generation.” (Appendix)
“We went with the application open all the time, to see what appeared. I did not pack it 




The Digital Turn: User’s Practices and Cultural Transformations

Fruitful Gaps in Digital Literacy: Interpreting 
gaps in digital literacy among stakeholders in 
collaborative design research projects as an 
evolving innovative capacity
–
–
the Danish aqua zoo ‘The North Sea Oceanarium’
’
Frayling’s 
Cross’s 
‘the right thing’ 
ation’s reflective practice, through own individuali
’
cultivated mindset, where it is acknowledged that “
” 
3. Case Study  The North Sea Oceanarium
Danish aqua zoo ‘The North Sea Oceanarium’ (NSO). The organi
’

’
“What I think has happened 
’
impart extra value to our visitors.” –
their visitors’ 
to achieve a proper anchoring. Without employees’ involvement, the 
“The
the representative for content quality.” –
–
“
.” –
“Had
” –
’ ability to use, understand 
’
–
that cannot rely solely on ‘getting everyone onboard’ one by one throughout the process. 
type of ‘quality assurance’
ternal stakeholders. It’s 
“Organi
considered.” 
’
inspired from Schön’s ladder of reflection
Schön’
’
as ‘over reflective’, and the area under as ‘under reflective’. If the situation is 
–
of one’s current literacy
–
–
–
’
–
—
ICoRD’15 –
–
–
–
Interaction : Interaction in Virtual Inhabited 3D Worlds –
–
–
–
–
Oceanarium. Selvadurai’s research focus on generating theory, methods and tec
intersection between technology and the liberal arts. Peter’s 
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The research was an industrial PhD project partly funded by the Innovation 
Fund and has been carried out in collaboration with the Danish aqua zoo North 
Sea Oceanarium in Denmark. The host was Department of Communication 
& Psychology at Aalborg University, where the project was associated with 
the research centre Interactive Digital Media (InDiMedia) and Experience 
Design. This project was further associated with the national research pro-
gram ‘Our Museum’, which consisted of 13 research projects in collabora-
tion with five Danish universities and eight museums. Part of the research 
was conducted during the research stay at Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology (RMIT University) in Melbourne and at Griffith Film School 
(Griffith University) in Brisbane. The area of interest was transmedia expe-
rience in an exhibition context, and the general purpose of the thesis was to 
investigate this domain. As such, the value sought was to generate new the-
ory, methods, and techniques for designing, implementing, and evaluating 
an involving and educative transmedia experience in an exhibition context, 
which bridges the pre- and post-experience with the actual visit. This objec-
tive was formulated as the following research question.
